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ICT: information and communications technology 

Electricity from production and use of data centers, networks, and devices uses a 
significant and rising proportion of total global electricity

Because of 79% fossil-fuel energy sources, resulting greenhouse gas emissions of ICT 
are estimated to be about 3% of global total 

Cautiously projected to comprise 7% of of the 2016-level worldwide greenhouse 
emissions in 2030, 15% in 2040 (Belkhir and Elmeligi 2018). 



• System boundary of the Internet: long distance and 
local networks and customers’ connection equipment. 

• For a complete analysis, we include data centers and 
consumer devices—computers, phones, ‘smart’ TVs. 

• If we include a life-cycle analysis, we add the energy 
required to produce and dispose of all this equipment. 

• We might also add the energy required to mine the 
metals. 

• This leads to a geopolitical costing of labor conditions 
and human rights in countries where metals are mined, 
devices are produced, and abandoned equipment is 
discarded. 



Relative contribution of data centres, networks, and devices to the 
electricity consumption of ICT 

Device production is surprisingly electricity- and carbon-intensive

Malmodin and Lundén 2018; Belkhir & Elmeligli 2018



Streaming video, online gaming, and emerging technologies (AI, blockchain, 
Internet of Things) are by far the largest demand on ICT. 
Desire for high resolution accelerates demand exponentially. 

“Broadband-speed improvements result in increased consumption and use 
of high-bandwidth content and applications” (Cisco 2020, 15).

The rebound effect, aka Jevons 
paradox: more efficient technologies 
encourage greater use of a resource, 
reducing or eliminating savings

William Stanley Jevons, The Coal Question
(1866) 



The rebound effect, aka Jevons paradox

More efficient technologies encourage greater use of a resource, reducing or 
eliminating savings
(William Stanley Jevons, The Coal Question, 1866) 

Difficult to measure energy efficiencies that ICT has achieved in fields like paper 
media, buildings, and travel against the rise in ICT’s own environmental footprint. 

But some engineers argue that “up to now, the rebound effects have proven 
themselves to be greater than the gains provided by technological innovation”
(Magee & Devezas, 2017)



Solutions to the rising carbon footprint of streaming media:

Regulation: treat high-speed streaming as a luxury. 
Carbon tax for streaming platforms, telecoms, networks, data 
centers
Education
Best practices for video consumers:

Watching in lower resolution
Using physical media
Watching TV
Going to the movies
Uploading small files



Yes, videoconferences use less energy than traveling to a 
conference, but
2020 streaming surge includes video conferencing: Sandvine
Danger of post pandemic rebound effects

Rebound effect dangers of videoconferencing:

replacing phone calls with video calls (substitution effect)
replacing audio meetings with video meetings
using high resolution video

People who telework or teleconference tend to drive or travel 
more for other purposes!



Renee Obringer et al., “The overlooked environmental footprint of increasing Internet use,” Resources, 
Conservation & Recycling 167 (2021)
*data and calculations not clear, but gives an idea!

“If one were to have 15 1-hour 
meetings a week, their monthly 
carbon footprint would be 9.4 kg 
CO2e. Simply turning off the video, 
however, would reduce the 
monthly emissions to 377 g CO2e.”



Clara Borggren et al., “Business meetings at a 
distance — decreasing greenhouse gas emissions 
and cumulative energy demand?,” Journal of 
Cleaner Production 41 (2013) 

*underestimates contribution of networks, data 
centers



Two 2009 regional conferences with video link save some carbon. 

Vlad C. Coroama, As̊a Moberg and Lorenz M. Hilty, “Dematerialization Through Electronic Media?”, In Hilty
and Aebischer, ICT Innovations for Sustainability (2015)



“We have more than 5,500 
multipurpose TelePresence rooms, an 
additional 200 fully immersive 
TelePresence rooms, and over 1,000 
Webex Boards, deployed in our offices 
worldwide. … In FY19, we logged over 
1.1 million Webex meetings per month, 
supporting over 4.6 million attendees.”
Cisco 2019 Corporate Social 
Responsibility Report

Videoconferencing has a smaller footprint than streaming video only
because of lower resolution.
Cisco meets Jevons, again! 



• choose creative, low-tech solutions
• Don’t aim for immersion. Use imagination, not bandwidth
• Make sure all attendees can comment in the chat and privately 

message each other 
• Audio-only conference calls: can focus better, nice mental intimacy 

with the speaker
• In web conference: minimal view, speaker view, audio only. Use 

friendly avatars: make sure your institution’s IT allows avatars. 

Best practices for videoconferencing



More best practices for getting together with a 
low carbon footprint
• If your organization uses videos, 

upload as small files: compress, 
using Handbrake or Any Video 
Converter, before you upload.

• Stream in low resolution. 
• Don’t record. 

• If you do record, compress the 
recording before you upload.

• Keep your device for longer. 
• One phone, 2 SIM cards, for home 

and work

• Make your next phone a Fairphone!


